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 Direction (1-5): Study the information given 

below and answer the questions based on it.  
 

 Eight boxes A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are kept 

one above another not necessarily in the 

same order. Three boxes are between H and 

G and neither of them is at the top or bottom 

position. Two boxes are between F and C and 

box F is above box C. Two boxes are between 

G and C. The number of boxes is between A 

and H is same as A and G. Box D is above box 

E and more than one box is between D and E. 

Box E is not at the bottom position. 

1.  Which of the following box is at the top?  

 A. Box C  B. Box F  

 C. Box D  D. Box E  

 E. Box B  

2. How many boxes are between box C and box 

E? 

 A. None  B. 1  

C. 2  D. 3  

 E. 4  

3. What is the position of box H from the top? 

 A. 1st  B. 2nd  

C. 3rd  D. 4th  

E. 5th   

4. Which of the following box is not below C? 

 A. Box A  B. Box E  

 C. Box G  D. Box D  

 E. Box B  

5. Which of the following box just above box B? 

 A. Box G  B. Box E  

 C. Box A  D. Box H  

 E. Box D  

 

 Direction (6-10): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it.  
 

 Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H live on 

an eight-story building. Lowermost floor is 

numbered 1 and topmost floor is numbered 8. 

Their ages are i.e. 20, 24, 26, 27, 29, 31, 34 

and 38, not necessarily in the same order. F 

lives three floors above the one who is 27 

years old. C lives just above F. The difference 

of age between A and C is same as difference 

between D and H. The one who is 34 years 

old is living on top floor. Only two persons are 

elder to F. B is 26 years old. H is elder to F. 

The number of floors above D is same as 

below E. C lives on an odd numbered floor. B 

lives just above the one who is 24 years old. 

D is 5 years elder to G. One person lives 

between G and the one who is 24 years old. 

Difference of age between A and B is at least 

3 years. The number of floors between G and 

C is same as A and E.     

 

6.  How many persons live between G and D?  

 A. None  B. 1  

C. 2  D. 3  

E. 4   

7. Who among the following is 24 years old? 

 A. B  B. C  

C. A  D. G  

E. H  

8. Which of the following combination is correct? 

 A. G-34 years old   B. H-2nd floor  

C. A-4th floor  D. F-38 years old  

 E. C-20 years old  

9. Who among the following is not elder to E? 

 A. D  B. H  

C. G  D. A  

E. F  

10. Which of the following is not belongs to the 

group? 

 A. D  

B. The one who is 26 years old  

 C. The one who is 38 years old  

 D. F  

E. A  
 

 Directions (11-15): Study the following 

questions and answer: 
 

 There are eight boxes placed one over other 

in a stack. Each box is of different color from 

Green, Black, Yellow, Orange, White, Purple, 

Red and Blue. Each box contains different fruit 

from Apple, Banana, Orange, Grapes, 

Mangoes, Guava, Peers and Sapodilla. Each 

fruit is to be taken from Monday to Sunday. 

On one of the day two fruits are taken. 
 

 Grapes are kept in a box placed at one of the 

odd position. The box containing guava is 

placed between boxes containing mangoes 

and peers. Purple color box is kept at one of 

odd position. Four boxes are kept between 

green and purple color boxes. Orange color 

box is kept between yellow and white colored 

box. There are three boxes between yellow 

and red color box. There are three boxes 

between boxes containing grapes sapodilla. 

The fruit in black color box is to be taken on 

Tuesday. The peers are to be taken after two 

days of banana. Apple is to be taken on one 

of the day before grapes. There are two boxes 

between box containing apple and grapes. 

The fruits of yellow and orange boxes are to 

be taken on same days. Mangoes are to be 

taken after peers but before guava. The fruits 

of blue color box are to be taken on one day 

before peers. There are five coxes blue and 

black color boxes and both are at odd 

positions. Green color box is at one of the 

position above black color box. There are two 

boxes between boxes of mangoes and 
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banana. The box of apple is kept at one of the 

position above box of guava. 

11.  Which of the following fruit is to be taken on 

Wednesday?  

 A. Apple  B. Orange  

C. Peers  D. Mangoes  

E. Banana  

12. Which colored box is kept between third and 

fifth box from bottom? 

 A. Blue  B. Red  

C. Black  D. White  

E. Yellow  

13. Peers are kept in which colored box? 

 A. Blue  B. Red  

C. White  D. Purple  

E. Green  

14. Which fruit is to be taken on Monday? 

 A. Apple  B. Banana  

C. Peers  D. Orange  

E. Mangoes  

15. Find the odd one out? 

 A. Green  B. Yellow  

C. Blue  D. White  

E. Red  

 

 Direction (16-20): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it.  
 

 Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are 

going to visit different cities i.e. Indore, 

Mumbai, Pune, Bhopal, Delhi, Kolkata, Goa 

and Jaipur, not necessarily in the same order. 

E is going to visit Delhi and A is going to visit 

Jaipur. C is not going to visit Pune or Bhopal. 

B is not going to visit Pune or Mumbai. F is 

going to visit Goa. G is not going to visit 

Mumbai or Bhopal. H is not going to visit 

Pune, Mumbai or Indore. G is not going to 

visit Pune or Indore. 

16.  Who among the following is going to Kolkata?  

 A. A  B. B  

C. D  D. F  

E. G  

17. B is going to visit which city? 

 A. Bhopal  B. Indore  

C. Kolkata  D. Pune  

E. Delhi  

18. Which of the following combination is correct? 

 A. B-Mumbai  B. D-Indore  

C. H-Bhopal  D. None is true  

 E. D-Kolkata  

19. Which of the following combination is not 

correct? 

 A. D-Pune  B. All are correct  

 C. G-Kolkata  D. B-Mumbai  

E. H-Bhopal  

20. Who among the following is going to visit 

Mumbai? 

 A. A  B. B  

C. C  D. G  

E. H  
 

 Directions (21-25): Read the information 

carefully and answer the following questions:  
 

 There are seven persons A-G having seven 

different car name Audi, Nano, Honda city, 

Benz, Alto, Swift and Wagonr having different 

on road price 2lk, 4lk, 5lk, 3lk, 10lk and 12lk 

13lk not necessarily in the same order. Person 

having Honda city car price is of even 

number. Difference between price of car 

having person D and person A is less than 3lk. 

Person F having Benz car. Addition of price of 

Wagonr car and Benz car is of perfect square. 

Person C having Swift car having odd number 

of price. Addition of price of car of person 

having Swift and Alto is perfect cube. Either A 

or G having Audi car and price is of prime 

number. Person having Wagonr car is in 

between Nano car and Swift car. Multiplication 

of price of Wagonr and Swift is double the 

price of Honda city car and cars below the 

Honda city car is less but not none than the 

car above it. 

21.  What is the price of Honda city car of person 

having?  

 A. 12 lk  B. 10 lk  

 C. 5 lk  D. 3 lk  

 E. None of these  

22. What is the price of Benz car? 

 A. 5 lk  B. 3 lk  

 C. 10 lk  D. 12 lk  

 E. None of these  

23. How many cars are in between Person having 

Nano car and D? 

 A. one  

 B. More than three  

 C. two  

D. three  

E. None of these  

24. Difference between price of Swift car and alto 

car? 

 A. 5 lk  B. 2 lk  

 C. 3 lk  D. 4 lk  

 E. None of these  

25. How many cars are above Nano car? 

 A. three  B. two  

C. one  D. None  

E. None of these  
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 Direction (26-30): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the question 

given below. 

 

Eight friends A, B,C,D,E,F,G and H are sitting 

in a circle facing the centre. All eight likes 

different TV- Series viz—Dexter, Friends, 

Arrow, The Flash, Shooter, Prison Break, 

Vikings and Homeland, but not necessarily in 

the same order. E is sitting third to the right 

of G. The one who likes Friends is to the 

immediate left of E and E does not like 

Dexter. B is sitting fourth to the left of H. H is 

not the immediate neighbour of G. Neither B 

nor H is an immediate neighbor of E. F likes 

The Flash and is sitting third to the left of the 

person who likes Friends. The person who 

likes Prison Break is sitting second to the right 

of the person who likes The Flash. The one 

who likes Viking is sitting second to the right 

of E. A who likes Arrow is sitting exactly 

between F and H. The one who likes Shooter 

is sitting second to the left of the one who 

likes Arrow. C is sitting third to the right of F. 

26.  Who amongst the following likes Dexter?  

 A. G  B. D  

C. C  D. B  

E. None of these  

27. What is A’s position with respect to B? 

 A. Third to the left  

 B. Second to the left  

 C. Third to the right  

 D. Second to the right  

 E. Fourth to the right  

28. How many people one sitting between H and 

C when counted in clockwise direction from C? 

 A. One  B. Two  

C. Three  D. Four  

E. None  

29. Four of the following five pairs are alike in a 

certain way based on their positions in the 

above arrangement and so form a group. 

Which of the following does not belong of the 

group? 

 A. B – Vikings  

 B. H – Prison Break  

 C. D – Dexter  

 D. G – Shooter  

 E. F – friends  

30. Which of the following statements is false 

according to the above-mentioned 

arrangement? 

 A. C is to the immediate left of the one who 

likes Homeland.  

 B. The one who likes Arrow is third to the left 

of the one who likes Prison Break.  

 C. The one who likes Friends is sitting exactly 

between the one who likes Homeland and the 

one likes Shooter.  

 D. D neither likes The Flash nor Homeland.  

 E. There are only three persons between A 

and C.  
 

 Direction (31-35): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it. 
 

 Eight people P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W are 

sitting around a circle facing outward. All of 

them belong to different cities viz—Mumbai, 

Kota, Jaipur, Indore, Pune, Goa, Raipur and 

Kolkata. S is sitting third to the right of U. The 

one who belongs to Kota sits on the 

immediate left of S, who doesn’t belong to 

Mumbai. Q sits fourth to the left of V. Neither 

Q nor V is an immediate neighbour of S. T 

belongs to Indore and sits third to the left of 

the one who belongs to Kota. The one who 

belongs to Goa sits second to the right of the 

one who belongs to Indore. The one who 

belongs to Raipur sits second to the right of S. 

P belongs to Jaipur and sits exactly between T 

and V. The one who belongs to Pune sits 

second to the left of the one who belongs to 

Jaipur. W sits third to the right of T. 

31.  Who amongst the following belongs to 

Mumbai?  

 A. U  B. R  

C. W  D. Q  

E. None of these  

32. What is P’s position with respect to Q? 

 A. Third to the left  

 B. Second to the left  

 C. Second to the right  

 D. Third to the right  

 E. Fourth to the left  

33. Four of the following five pairs are alike in a 

certain way based on their positions in the 

above arrangement and so form a group. 

Which of the following doesn’t belong to the 

group? 

 A. Indore-Raipur  B. Kolkata-Goa  

C. Jaipur-Mumbai  D. Kota-Pune  

E. Goa-Kota  

34. How many people are sitting between V and 

W when counted in an anti-clockwise direction 

from W? 

 A. One  B. Two  

C. Three  D. Four  

E. None  
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35. Which of the following statements is false 

according to the above-mentioned 

arrangement? 

 A. W sits on the immediate left of the one 

who belongs to Kolkata.  

 B. The one who belongs to Jaipur sits third to 

the left of the one who belongs to Goa.  

 C. The one who belongs to Kota sits exactly 

between the one who belongs to Kolkata and 

the one who belongs to Pune.  

 D. R belongs neither to Indore nor to 

Kolkata.  

 E. There are only three people between P and 

W.  
 

 Directions (36-40): Study the following 

information and answer the questions.  
 

 E, F, P, Q, A, B, W and X are sitting around a 

circular table at equal distance between each 

other, but not necessarily in the same order. 

Some of the people are facing the centre 

while some faces outside. 

 A sits second to the right of W. W faces the 

centre. F sits third to the left of A. A faces 

outside the centre. Immediate neighbours of F 

faces the centre. P sits second to the right of 

F. X sits to the immediate left of P. E sits 

second to the left of Q who faces the same 

direction as F. Q is not an immediate 

neighbour of W. Immediate neighbours of A 

faces opposite direction.  

36.  How many persons in the given arrangement 

face outside? 

 A. One  B. Two  

C. Three  D. Four  

E. None of these  

37. What is F’s position with respect to E? 

 A. Fourth to the left  B. Third to the right  

 C. Second to the left D. Immediate right  

 E. None of these  

38. Which among the following does not belong to 

that group? 

 A. X  B. B  

C. A  D. Q  

E. None of these  

39. Who sits between W and X? 

 A. F  B. E  

C. A  D. P  

E. None of these  

40. What is A’s position with respect to W? 

 A. Fourth to the left  

 B. Third to the right  

 C. Second to the right 

 D. Immediate right  

 E. None of these  
 

 Direction (41-45): Study the information 

given below and answer the questions based 

on it. 
 

 Seven persons M, N, O, P, Q, R and S are 

sitting in a straight line and facing north. 

Their ages are in successive multiple of 4 

from left end to right end (i.e. If 1stperson 

who is sitting at the left end his age is 4 then 

2nd persons from the left end his age will be 8 

then 3rd person’s age will be 12 so on like 

that.). O is 32 years old. One person sits 

between O and N. Q is immediate left of N 

and 20 years old. Two persons sit between M 

and N. M is younger than N. R is elder than P 

but younger than S and S is not 28 years old.             

41.  Who among the following is the eldest in the 

group?  

 A. M  B. N  

C. S  D. R  

E. Q  

42. What is the total age of M and Q? 

 A. 30  B. 32  

C. 28  D. 36  

E. 40  

43. Which of the following pair sits at the end? 

 A. M and O  B. O and S  

 C. M and S  D. P and M  

 E. P and O  

44. How many persons are elder than R? 

 A. None  B. 1  

C. 2  D. 3  

 E. 4  

45. Which of the following is TRUE regarding this 

arrangement? 

 A. N is elder than R.  

 B. O is elder than S.  

 C. None is true.  

 D. P is younger than Q  

 E. O is eldest in the group.  

 

 Direction (46-50): Read the information 

carefully and answer the given question.  
 

 Ten people are sitting in two parallel rows, 

containing five people. In one row, J, K, L, M 

and N are seated and all of them are facing 

north and in second row, P, Q, R, S and T are 

seated and all of them are facing south, not 

necessarily in the same order. Each person 

also likes a different cartoon character 

namely, Orange, Black, Violet, Blue, Yellow, 

Grey, Green, Red, White and Pink, not 

necessarily in the same order.  

N sits exactly in the centre of the row and 

faces the one who likes Yellow. Only one 
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person sits between S and the one who likes 

Yellow. S faces one of the immediate 

neighbours of the one who likes Grey. Only 

two people sit between K and the one who 

likes Grey. K faces the one who likes Red. P 

faces one of the immediate neighbours of L. P 

does not like Red. M is an immediate 

neighbour of L. The one who likes Blue is not 

an immediate neighbour of S. T is not an 

immediate neighbour of P and faces the one 

who likes Black. T does not sit at the extreme 

end of the line. R faces the one who likes 

White. R does not like Yellow. The one who 

likes Pink faces north. The one who likes 

Orange sits to the immediate right of the 

person who likes Green. S does not like 

Orange. Violet sits opposite to the person who 

sits left of the person who likes Orange.             

46.  Which of the following pairs represent the 

people sitting at extreme end of the rows?  

 A. S, M  

 B. Q, L  

 C. P, N  

 D. Q, J  

 E. R, L  

47. Who amongst the following likes Blue? 

 A. S  B. P  

C. R  D. T  

E. Q  

48. Who amongst the following is an immediate 

neighbour of the one who likes Pink? 

 A. The one who likes Grey  

 B. The one who likes Green  

 C. K  

 D. The one who likes White  

 E. None of these  

49. Which of the following cartoon character does 

Q like? 

 A. Orange  B. Yellow  

C. Grey  D. Green  

E. Red  

50. Which of the following statements is definitely 

true as per the given arrangement? 

 A. L faces R  

 B. Q likes Red  

 C. Q is an immediate neighbour of P  

 D. The one who likes White is an immediate 

neighbour of P  

 E. The one who likes Violet faces N  
 

 Directions (51-55): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the given 

questions. 
 

 In a family of eight members, M, N, O, P, Q, 

R, S and T, there are only two married 

couples. They are seated around a square 

table facing the centre, four people sitting at 

the four corners and four people sitting at the 

centre of the square. T is sitting second to the 

left of R. Q is sitting to the immediate right of 

P's mother, who is sitting opposite to P's 

sister T. R is the grandson of M and is sitting 

opposite to M. Q is the mother of O and 

sister-in-law of T. Q's husband N is sitting 

second to her left. P is the Aunt of O and is 

sitting second to her left. R has only one 

sister.      

51.  How many female members are there in the 

family? 

 A. 4  B. 5  

C. 6  D. 3  

E. Can’t be determined  

52. How is N related to S? 

 A. Brother  

B. Daughter  

C. Son 

 D. Can’t be determined  

 E. None of these  

53. Who is the grandmother of R? 

 A. M  B. T  

C. P  D. S  

E. None of these  

54. Who sits second to the right of M? 

 A. Q  B. M’s Son  

 C. M’s Daughter  D. Can’t be determined 

 E. None of these  

55. How is T related to O? 

 A. Aunt  B. Uncle  

C. Son  D. Mother  

E. None of these  
 

 Direction (56-60): Study the information 

given below and answer the question based 

on it. 
 

 Eight family members A, B, C, D, E, F, G and 

H are sitting around a circular table and facing 

the centre. It is a three-generation family and 

two couples are there in the family. F is 

grandson of D and sits immediate right of A 

who is son-in-law of D. H’s brother-in-law sits 

2nd to the right of H. E has only one son and 

two daughters. B is aunt of C. F’s aunt sits 

opposite to H. G has two sons. E is 3rd to the 

right of B. Two females are sitting opposite to 

each other. H is an unmarried male. E is 

father of B. B is not married to A. E is 

grandfather of C. D is not neighbor of H.             
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56.  Which of the following is not belongs to the 

group?  

 A. E  B. A  

C. F  D. C  

E. G  

57. How is G related to F? 

 A. Father  

 B. Mother  

 C. Grandmother  

 D. Aunt  

 E. Uncle  

58. Who among the following sits 3rd to the right 

of F? 

 A. A’ daughter  

 B. H’s niece  

 C. F’s brother  

 D. E’s granddaughter  

 E. F’s mother  

59. Which of the following pair sits opposite? 

 A. E-G  

 B. G-B  

 C. H-D  

 D. C-A  

 E. E-H  

60. Who among the following sits exactly between 

D and F? 

 A. H’s mother 

 B. A  

 C. B  

 D. C’s father  

 E. E  

 

 

  

 

 
*** 
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